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DANCE WITH ME  
FEBRUARY 19TH
Mane Entertainment will collaborate with several LMU dancers to put together a night of fun! This event will continue Mane’s tradition of hosting an interactive dance experience for Family Weekend. Lions and their roommates, friends, and family will be able to participate in several student-led dance workshops. Join in to break a sweat, learn something new, and have a great time! Attendees will have the chance to strut their stuff, with the chance of winning a gift and prize. All Lion families are welcome to this community event!

SIGNATURE EVENT  
FEBRUARY 24TH
Entertainment, fashion, music. Who could our February Celebrity guest be?? Find out by keeping your eye on our Instagram! But! You can always RSVP on LEO for a sneak peek at what might be coming next and get a chance to meet our secret celeb!

WANT YOUR OWN EPISODE ON OUR PODCAST?
We invite current LMU students & alumni to join us for an hour-long chat about your experience at LMU & within the Entertainment Industry as a whole. Have your own idea for an episode of our podcast? Fill out our LEO form to apply!
The Spotlight Podcast Session recording occurs on Wednesday afternoons via Zoom. Recording is done using the Anchor app.

TALK WITH ME  
FEBRUARY 10TH
Mane Entertainment will collaborate with several LMU dancers to put together a night of fun! This event will continue Mane’s tradition of hosting an interactive dance experience for Family Weekend. Lions and their roommates, friends, and family will be able to participate in several student-led dance workshops. Join in to break a sweat, learn something new, and have a great time! Attendees will have the chance to strut their stuff, with the chance of winning a gift and prize. All Lion families are welcome to this community event!
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QUizzes, ACTIVITIES, & More

Which LMU Spot Best Fits Your Zodiac Sign?

**Aries: The Living Room**
Aries are competitive, energetic, & confident. The Living Room is the perfect space for Aries to show off their talents to their peers. Although The Living Room is a great study space by day for the determined Aries. There is always something fun happening at night for them to get involved in!

**Taurus: Sacred Heart Chapel**
Loyalty, dependability, & kind, Taurus emanates the essence of the Sacred Heart Chapel. LMU’s chapel that stands on the bluff, adjacent to Sunken Gardens, completed in 1964, the chapel offers a peaceful space for students & it’s clock chimes consistently 4 minutes early every 15 minutes.

**Gemini: Lawton Plaza**
Geminis are known talk a lot & there’s always something going on or someone to run into to spark interesting conversations at Lawton Plaza, where Wellness Wednesdays are held & Student Org Table line the Palm Walk right next to it.

**Cancer: The Black Box**
Cancers are the perfect audience members to LMU’s student theatre company The Del Rey Players. This sign should grab a ticket to the next show in The Black Box Theatre & connect to the memorizing stories brought to life in this space.

**Leo: Life Sciences Building**
Confident & successful, Leo’s love to show off. Winning 3 awards for it’s modern architectural design, the Life Science Building is the first stop on campus tours & the perfect place for a Leo to show off their natural determination.

**Virgo: Shea Terrace—UHALL**
Like Virgos, Shea Terrace is peaceful & perfect for some quiet down time. Secluded at the end of UHALL with a gorgeous fountain & plenty of greenery, it’s a practical place to eat or study before rushing off to class.

**Libra: St. Roberts Auditorium**
Libra’s hate being alone, so this social sign fits great in a space that can hold so many. There is a wide array of events that are held here, which fulfills the sign’s need for socialization as well as their desire for balance.

**Scorpio: The Bird’s Nest**
Situated on the bluff behind the freshmen dorms the Bird’s Nest is the perfect spot for a nighttime chill session, or a sunrise breakfast. With students never really knowing what the Bird’s Nest holds, it’s the perfect match for a mysterious Scorpio.

**Sagittarius: Sunken Gardens**
The most adventurous zodiac sign, Sagittarius feels most at home in the Sunken Gardens. Whether it be students on picnics, SFL Lip Sync Practice, or Spikeball, there’s always someone doing something in Sunken Gardens.

**Capricorn: Hannon Library**
Whether you do your homework in advance or at the ungodly hours of 2am, Hannon Library is always open for a little contemplation of life from a diligent Capricorn.

**Aquarius: Foley Fountain**
Aquaniuses can easily adapt to the energy around them, but need time to themselves to restore their power. The Foley Fountain provides the perfect place for relaxation while sitting at the base of a preforming arts hall.

**Pisces: The Lion’s Den**
The Den offers Pisces a cozy place to gather with friends. Their ruling planet is Neptune, which has a unique connection to music. Sharing a wall with a performing space, this sign can hangout in The Den before open mic nights next door in The Living Room.

**February Self Care Calendar**
With one month of school gone, it’s important to keep track of your mental health. Follow along with Mane’s Monthly Challenge that focuses on your well-being this February. Each day, there’s a new activity that you,your friends, & family try to complete. Have fun!

LMU Crossword Puzzle
Test your LMU knowledge.

Across
1. Cheer on your fellow Lions & catch a basketball game!
2. Student Orgs, Fundraisers, & Marketing Events all on one Pathway.
3. The best view. You can see both the ocean & the Hollywood sign!
4. Sandwiches, Burritos, Pasta & More are served at this spot.
5. The latest therapy dog you’ll find on LMU’s campus!
6. Everyone’s favorite mascot who’ll always hype up a crowd.

Down
1. Clean your Room
2. Meditate for 10 Min
3. Write Out Your Goals for March
4. Visit 15 Min to Stretch
5. Spend 15 Min Reading
6. Go To Dance With Me
7. Write a Positive Thing from your Week
8. Go To Manes Coldest Event
9. Have a Spa Night
10. Go Outside for 10 Min
11. Do 10 Min of Yoga
12. Spend 15 Min in the Sun
13. Write & Reflect on your Week
14. Watch Your Fav. Show
15. Go To Bed 1 Hour Earlier
16. Social Media Free Day
17. Go Out for Dinner
18. Order Your Fav. Food
19. Make Time For Someone
20. Go To Library
21. Organize Your Workspace
22. Do Something Creative
23. Go On A 30 Min Walk
24. Go To Dance With Me
25. Go To Library
26. Visit 15 Min to Stretch
27. Zoom Call Friends or Family
28. Meditate for 10 Min
29. Write Out Your Goals for March
30. Write About A Positive Thing from your Week

LMU Food Duo Are You?

Everyone at LMU has an LMU food duo based on their personality. What’s your food combo?

Find out by taking our quiz
PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS
PAs are Mane Entertainment’s premium interns, switching between departments to engage with the student body beyond the Zoom screen. Learn the entertainment industry while gaining experience in Marketing, Tech, & Managing Events. Freshman Position Only.

MARKETING TEAM
Join our Marketing Team in any of three available positions—Graphic Designer, Magazine Designer, Audio/Video Editor. Gain experience & Portfolio Material while creating, capturing, & distributing artistic & compelling content for our events. Requires Experience in:

GRAPHIC DESIGNER | MAGAZINE DESIGNER | AUDIO/VIDEO EDITOR
Adobe Photoshop | Adobe Photoshop | Adobe Premiere
Adobe Illustrator | Adobe Illustrator | Adobe InDesign